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ARRIVAL & CHECK-IN: Players check-in at main tent then head to you - engage with them as they arrive.

WELCOME & INTRO: Ask players who can remember what has been worked on in previous days.

WARM UP: 30x20 grid - lay down two coned lines to split grid into thirds.

Players are in three groups of four and must pass and move to move the ball forwards and 
backwards between the thirds. Each group must keep control of their own soccer ball and 
keep within the working area. 

Progress: Add 2 defending players in pinnies who aim to intercept passes (not steal the ball).

Make it harder: Add a defensive player attached to each group and they can steal the ball
Make it easier: Make the area bigger/make the defender passive 

1ST COACHING POINT: PASS DECISION 
Passes need to decide between short and longer passes. Short passing with inside of foot, 
longer passing my require a instep lofted pass.  

2ND COACHING POINT: MOVEMENT 
Supporting movement of players off the ball; ball player will need forward and supporting 
options. A backwards pass should be followed by a forward pass. 

TECHNICAL: 20x45 yard area

Team is divided in three groups of 4 to 5 players. Each group is restricted to 1/3 of the grid.

Coach starts game by playing a ball into one of the outside areas. Team receiving ball will play 
3 consecutive passes before playing a penetrating pass to the other side of the grid.

Team in the middle defends by sending two players into area with the ball and attempting to 
win possession. If ball is won, then they must quickly play ball to other side of the grid. 

Team who loses possession must then switch to defense.

Make it easier: Only one defender enters the grid
Make it harder: 5 passes instead of three, and/or players can intercept the transfer pass 

1ST COACHING POINT: SPEED OF PLAY
Short, fast passes will attract and move defenders to then find opportunity to play forward and 
penetrate the defensive line. 

2ND COACHING POINT: AWARENESS 
Players must see the defensive lines and find the gaps in these to break their lines with a 
penetrating pass 

- - - CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE - - ->
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TACTICAL: 20x45 grid with goals on each side, have an attacking team and a defending team. The field 
is split into thirds with a numbers up for the attackers in all thirds e.g. a formation for the 
attacking team of 3-2-1 with a GK versus the pensive team of 1-1-2 with a GK. 

Players must remain in their thirds and the attacking team must use their numbers to 
maintain possession until they are able to play forward. Attacking team can only score if from 
the attacking third. 

Make it easier: Attackers can play in all three of the thirds 
Make it harder: Defenders can play in all three of the thirds 

Progress:  Each team plays even numbers in the same field format. suggested formation 2-2-2, 
however their is a ‘floating player’ who is in the middle third who players for the team who has 
possession. The attacking team can send an additional players into the third with possession 
to work on transition. 

GAME: Small sided game (4v4/6v6) with passing conditions;

Players must complete 3 passes before scoring. After a backwards pass, the next pass must go 
forward. 

Make it easier: Only 1 pass before scoring
Make it harder: 5 passes before scoring. 

COACHING SUMMARY: Try to find instances in the game to freeze the play when your coaching points are relevant. 
Keep your freeze short and concise - try to find opportunities when a player fails to use a 
teammate when they are in a good position. Some examples:

1) If a player turns down an opportunity to break a line with a forward pass
2) There is a slow transition when the team in possession loses the ball 

1ST COACHING POINT: PATIENCE 
When a forward pass isn’t on the team must rotate the ball to shift the defenders and allow for 
supporting attacking players to find a new angle to receive a pass. 

2ND COACHING POINT: ATTACKING MOVEMENT
When the ball is moved forward the attacking team should make fast movements to penetrate 
the defensive and move the ball quickly into the forward third and use their numbers up 
situation. 

3RD COACHING POINT: TRANSITION
When the ball breaks down and possession is lost, the now defending team must retreat 
quickly to get the ball back infant of them.

THURSDAY: TRANSITION PLAY/COMBINING THE PHASES

SIGN OUT: Parent must come to you to sign their player out and initial sign in/out sheet. Remind 
players to wear their camp shirt tomorrow (Friday).




